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New format of Perilus
This issue of Perilus marks a change of goals. Earlier issues have been
collections of longer articles resembling those of an international journal.
From now on Perilus will take the form of an annual report containing
abstracts of articles published elsewhere. Thus the main goal of Perilus
will be to publish such annual reports. However, occasionally we shall
use Perilus to publish dissertations in phonetics and materials from
symposia or conferences organized by our group.
We hope that the reader will find the information (s)he needs in the new
format of Perilus.

Bjorn Lindblom and Mats Dufberg, editors
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A view of the futu re of phonetics 1
Bjorn Lindblom

Summary
To produce new knowledge and promote applications serving practical needs
fundamental research is necessary. However, as hard times strike and research
funding is cut, sponsors in government and other sectors tend to demand useful
results without expensive "digressions " into basic science. Should the future of
phonetics be entrusted to applied areas? Will phoneticians succeed in convincing
sponsors of the intrinsic and practical merits of their own research? The future of
phonetics is in whose hands? Phoneticians still have a choice.
"What is a phonetician? "
At the opening of the XIIth ICPhS at Tallinn, that question was raised by Ladefoged
(1988) who noted that "communicati on engineering, physical acoustics, psychol
ogy, anatomy, phy siology, lingui sti cs, applied linguistics, computer science and
poetry" are part of our l ives as phonetici ans.
" . . . we are phoneticians, we, the people who come to phonetics congresses, and
know something about some of these diverse di sciplines. None of us can know
enough about all of them, which is why being a complete phonetician is an
impossible task. But every four years we can get together and pool our knowledge.
Thi s is phonetics. " (Ladefoged 1988; italics ours).
Ladefoged is right in saying that a complete mastery of all the disciplines that
overlap with phonetics i s an impossible task for any single individual . But i s such
broad knowledge really a relevant goal? Is it not the case that our interest in adj acent
fi elds is limited to those aspects that help us answer the questi ons we ask?
1)

Slightly mod ified , this text will a lso appear i n European studies in phonetics and
G . B loothooft, V. Haza n , D . H user, and J. Leisterri
(ed s .) , and in the proceedings of the Xi l lth I nternatio n a l Congress of P h o n etic
Scien ces , Stockh o l m , Swed e n .

speech and speech communication,
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Phoneticians seek facts and insights about how speech is produced, perceived and
acquired. And about how the world's sound patterns are related to the on-line
phenomena of speaking, listening and learning. It seems clear that those and other
questions are highly interdi sciplinary presupposing bits of knowledge coming from
anthropology, biology, cognitive science, computer science and engineering, lin
guistics, literature and music theory, mathematics, neuroscience, philosophy, phys
ics, sociology and several other fields. The student of sign l anguage is in an
analogous sitation.
Is a phonetician a j ack of all those trades, but a master of none of them? Or a
person with an agenda defined by the questions (s)he asks? Somone who makes
selective use of information from a variety of sources? Who uses only what helps
explain certain facts and makes certain measurements possible?
According to the second possibility, a phonetician i s a person seeking an
understanding of the issues most relevant to developing phonetic theory and who
aims at acquiring enough knowledge about other fields to be able to extract relevant
information from them and put it to productive use. "Being a complete phoneti
cian" would still be a remote goal and a forbidding task for the individual, but not
one that we could not easily cope with, given good questions, good methods and
lots of colleagues to argue and interact with.
If we opt for the l atter definition, what are the questions? That, of course, i s one
of the issues to be debated at the ICPhS 95 . I would like to offer here a short sketch
of my own line of reasoning and the priorities that it gives ri se to.
Why phonetics belongs in a biological framework
To structurali sts like Saussure, the form of l anguage was a set of social conventions
shared by the members of a speech community. During the second half of the 20th
century, a significant event was the appearance of Chomsky ' s Syntactic Structures
whi ch made explaning why children acquire their mother tongues the ultimate goal
of lingui stics. Chomsky'S writings have undoubtedly been maj or factors in turning
the focus of lingui stic theory from the descriptive to the explanatory, from the group
to the individual and, thus, from the social to the biological .
Seeing l anguage as a fundamentally biological phenomenon is particularly
compelling in the light of language typology and language acquisition. Language
is unique to our species. There is no known human culture without l anguage. On
the surface, the world's languages vary greatly in terms of their grammar and
phonetics, but behind all the geographical, historical and seemingly diverse facts,
a great many structural similarities have b een i dentified. Looking at acquisition we
note that chil dren l earn to speak (or to use sign) spontaneously without conscious
effort or explicit instruction. They do so in a period of time which i s remarkably
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short in view of the complexity of what they acquire and considering the incomplete
and often degraded input that reaches their ears (the "poverty of input" argument).
Children who grow up in lingui stically deprived environments give especially vivid
examples of the alleged "information-poor" input and the "spontaneity " of the
process . For instance, children surrounded by speakers of "pidgin", lack normal
adult models. Nevertheless they develop "creole" languages that are more complex
and more similar to normal adult l anguages. Also, there are reports on deaf children
whose hearing parents do not master sign language wel l . On their own these
children apparently acquire a sign grammar that is more elab orate than that of the
input and closer to the normal adult model .
Facts such as these inevitably lead to the conclusion that human language could
not possibly be something that a few of our ancestors thought of, and which then
caught on and spread across the globe. Language is not a "cultural invention " . It
must be seen rather as a biologically based b ehavior unique to man.
If biology, what kind of biology?
To many syntactici ans and psychologists, language form is complex and arbitrary,
and, although all l anguages appear to be cut from the same cloth, their formal
idiosyncracies, so the argument goes, defy functional explanation.
Leading phonologi sts (Anderson, 1981) concur with this "view from syntax " .
Briefly stated, their cl aim about sound patterns is that, when everything associated
with language use (producti on, perception, learning, memory, social factors etc)
has been accounted for, there will remain a l arge core of phenomena, " . . . 'Language
per se' . . . ", the innate language faculty, "which is not reducible to features of other
kinds . . . . It is exactly this area . . . that ought to occupy the central concern oflinguists
if they wi sh to arrive at an adequate conception of the essential and special nature
of human Language" (Anderson 1981 :495).
While fully accepting that learning language i s a biol ogical process, many
behavioral scienti sts have not embraced the notion that l anguage form i s beyond
functional explanation. Among them are phoneticians like ourselves. Our perspec
tive on sound structure brings out the obvious - but by no means trivial - facts
that all phonetic forms must be pronounceable, and that phonetic forms that differ
in meaning must meet the condition of perceptual di stinctiveness. Less obvious,
but nevertheless true, is the fact that as these conditions, pronounceablitity and
di stinctiveness, interact during the development of a lexical system, they are
capable of giving ri se to structures of considerable complexity in completely
unsupervi sed, self-organized ways.
The ' formali st' and the ' functionalist' views contrasted here both attribute a
strong biological component to l anguage learning. Both views share the assump-
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tion that l anguage acqui sition results from an interaction between two components :
innate "predi spositions" on the one hand, and experience of the ambient language,
on the other. What exactly is the nature of these two components? Thi s is where the
two approaches differ in two maj or ways: They disagree on how the linguistic facts
should be interpreted (the arbitrary vs natural issue), and on the nature of the innate
"predi spositions" (the modular vs non-modular issue, that is "specific to lan
guage", or "not specific to language") .
To the formalist, languages are underlyingly similar but built in arbitrary and
b asically unnatural ways. The reason children learn l anguage, despite its formal
i diosyncracies, is that they are equipped with a ' language organ ' , a specialized
"module" in their brains. In Chomskyan terminology: Universal Grammar, a
prespecificati on of possible grammars from which children select their native
languages by 'parameter setting' .
To the functionalist, on the other hand, language form, especially phonology, is
natural, and hence normal children l earn it effortlessly. As shown by a huge
literature on speech development and child phonology, children develop sound
structure as a result of an interaction between the linguistic input and "innate
behavioral predi spositions".
What i s the difference, then, between the two approaches? Are Universal
Grammar and "innate behavioral predispositi ons " two different names for the
same thing? The answer is provided by how the two approaches take their stance
on the naturalness and the modularity issues .
While the formalist says no to naturalness and yes to modularity, the function
ali st's responses are the opposite. The functionalist assumes that, on the path to the
adult phonologi cal system, the child gets significant help from what she finds
pronounceable (neuro-motoric constraints on the production of speech), what
appears salient and distinctive in the speech stimulus (auditory and perceptual
constraints). Clearly, the mechani sms of hearing and the respiratory, phonatory and
articulatory apparatus, are products of man's "innate endowment". But, impor
tantly for functionalist methodology, those mechani sms are not "modular" (spe
cific to language), since they sub serve a number of other functions as well (li stening
to non-speech, breathing, processing food etc) . (The analogous argument applies
to the production and percepti on of sign). It i s preci sely at thi s point that the "view
from syntax" diverges drastically from the "view from phonetics " .
Accordingly, th e functionalist hypothesi s says that, b y making natural move
ments and sounds that are adapted to production constraints, the child "fortui
tously " stumbles over aspects of the adult phonology from which further, more
differentiated development can then occur.
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An illustration: At about six months of age children begin to produce "canoni
cal babbling " : [bab aba], [dadada] etc. A simplified, but instructive account of thi s
behavior might be given as follows. (It might be termed the easy-way-sounds-OK
approach, or, in Swedish, gors-ldtt-hors- ratt modellen). The child who hears others
communicate tries to participate by making articulatory gestures that are as moto
rically "natural " (=bi omechanically l ow-cost) and as acoustically " salient" as
possible.
Result: A vocalization with articulators in near-neutral positions combined with
a mandibular open-close oscillatory movement. By doing this, the child ends up
with an utterance that is not yet language, but which resembles it very strongly:
[bababa], [dadada] etc. The syllable-like aspects of canonical babbling are " emer
gents ", that i s novel features ari sing as fortuitous consequences of a search strategy
set up to scan the space of motoric possibiliti es from low to greater production
" complexity " (Willerman, 1994).
The point is that, in thi s case, children appear to get significant help, not from
prespecified, "specific-to-Ianguage" information in Universal Grammar, but from
general behavioral processes such as "adaptation " and " emergence". According
to this interpretation the striking thing about canonical babbling is not that it shows
the child coming closer to language, but rather language (phonology) being of a
form that i s close to the child. From the child's point of view is, in a sense, l ocated
" just around the corner" .
Restating and generalizing: Is language as a whole learnable because it i s
eminently natural and reachable via processes o f "adaptation " and " emergence"?
Or i s adult lingui stic competence so hopelessly remote from where the child starts
that it needs help from "specific-to-Ianguage" specializations in our genetic en
dowment (cf Universal Grammar)? Broadening the perspective further: To what
extent shoul d the contents of the phoneti c systems that are found in the world's
languages, and that are acquired by the world's chil dren, be seen as "formal, l argely
prespecified, idiosyncracies" . Alternatively, to what extent should they be seen as
natural, b ehaviorally derived "adaptive emergents"?
The case for Universal Grammar rests largely on arguments from syntax. More
familiar with speech processes and sound structures, phoneticians view things
differently: Presumably, most of us believe that it is no accident that, in the world's
languages, we find close matches between the facts of sound structure on the one
hand and the phenomena of on-line speech on the other. A parsimonious (and an,
in principle, uncontroversial) interpretation of such observations would be that
phonological units and processes are adapted to their use in speaking, listening and
learning. Implication : Why should syntax be different?
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Why phonetics has a privileged role
Phonetics i s in a particularly good position for applying the program of contempo
rary biol ogy to l anguage. If it does, prospects are favorable for arriving at a more
complete and profound explanatory theory not only of speech, but eventually of
human language as a whole. Phonetics could lead the way in such an undertaking,
because phoneticians have more direct access to the stuff that explanations are
made of, namely facts and principles whose empirical motivation i s independent of
the data to b e explained. Phonetics can invoke knowledge which i s relevant to
speech but which was acquired independently of it, often in adj acent fields, such as
information on the general mechanisms of hearing and motor control, a circum
stance that gives phonetics a situation that i s unique compared with that of other
domains of lingui stic inquiry (cf syntax), and perhaps also that of many areas of
biology. From that perspective being a j ack of all trades turns out to be an asset, not
a handicap .
The influence of "market forces" on research priorities
In his opening plenary address of this congress, Kohler asks: Is phonetics a
language science in its own right? Indeed it is, he concludes, by virtue of the
paradigm of phonetic phonology and phonetic explanation (Kohler, 1995). The
present remarks are compatible with his views. In fact, they go further in suggesting
that phonetics may even hold the key to tomorrow's linguistics .
Both Kohler 's discussion and our own have a strong programmatic touch. They
are as it were in-principle scenarios for phonetics. How viable would those (and
other possible) scenarios be when confronted with the real world?
We, the people who get together at phonetics congresses, ask the questions that
define our field! That may indeed be so, but what determines the questions we ask?
Purely intellectual, intra-di sciplinary reasons? In principle, yes, but, in practice,
only to some extent. We are all shaped by the niches where we find it possible to
survive academically and otherwise. Hence, even the most ideali stic thinkers
among us must continually adapt to a broad range of academic, economic, socio
logical and political factors. Internationally for many phoneticians, survival today
means work oriented towards practical needs. On teachers of phonetics, there is
increasing pressure to adapt curricula to the current needs of the students who are
more likely to become active in applied areas than in fundamental research - that
is, of course, if they get j obs at all .
So while w e are free in principle to ask whatever questions w e want and to give
phoneti cs the directions that we ourselves favor, we are reminded that, in practice,
it i s ultimately society at all levels that significantly influences how we ask our
questions. The contents of our subj ect matter is shaped by local and global "market
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forces " whether we like it or not. If there i s no demand for fundamental knowledge,
it is unlikely to emerge, or, if it does emerge despite all odds, it will do so much
more slowly.
What i s wrong with that? Why not entrust the future of phonetics to applied
areas and let our fundamental understanding of speech processes develop as a
spin-off from various applications, reaching us, as it were like crumb s from the rich
man's table?
Our answer must be no. The following three obj ections should be b orne in
mind.
First, working in applied areas we are under absolutely no obligation to promote
b asic science, to solve problems so that we learn more about human speech. There
i s no such constraint as "basic knowledge and theoretically solid science first, then
practical applications". The only obj ective in applications is that of solving limited
and well-defined practical problems in a manner sati sfying all performance criteria.
Consider an example from speech technology. Finding out how speech i s
produced, structured acoustically and perceived i s relevant both to the phoneti cian
and the speech technologi st. However, phoneticians study human behavior,
whereas speech technologi sts construct machines. Are these tasks basically the
same? Yes and no.
Suppose we were to study birds and airplanes rather than humans and speaking
machines. Obviously j umbo j ets do not flap their wings. Consequently, birds and
pl anes are built according to entirely different performance criteria. There i s a
parallel here with human and machine speech production. If human ears cannot tell
the difference between synthetic and natural speech, but the resulting signal s are
made in totally different ways, should we refuse to have a certain telephone service
installed that sounds all right, but happens to use speech produced by totally ad hoc
and non-biological rules? Clearly that would be like waiting to fly until j umbo j ets
b egin to flap their wings. If the telephone service is good enough from the
customer 's point of view, commercial forces will most certainly impose it on us
whether it represents a good model of human speech or not.
Despite the possibility of potentially fruitful interactions with technology and
other areas, the overall conclusi on is clear: In applied phonetics, we never dig
deeper than necessary to solve practical problems. In applied proj ects the l ong-term
task of explaining speech represents an irrelevant detour. Shortcuts are acceptable
and welcome.
Our second obj ection derives from those conclusions : Using applied phonetics
to increase fundamental knowledge offers neither the most direct or fastest route
nor any guarantees.
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The third and most important obj ection concerns a fact that is often overlooked
in current discussions of research and development. Most technical applications of
today were made possible by fundamental research begun a very long time ago.
In that context, our previous metaphorical use of birds and airplanes i s some
what misleading. It gives the justification for the fact that, in applied work, the first
priority is solving practical probl ems, not contributing to basic science.
However, before we accept that conclusion we must stop to consider how
practical problems get solved at all. The knowledge that goes into a solution must
never be taken for granted nor trivi alized.
The much more significant implication of the bird-airplane m etaphor i s there
fore this: Although planes are heavier than birds and fly faster, engineers could not
have built them successfully without a thorough understanding of aerodynamics.
We do not need to be experts on the history of physics to realize that aerody
namics was not invented overnight. Normally, the knowledge that i s being put to
various practical use today took centuries to accumulate. In our own time, Gunnar
Fant and others developed a theory of speech and showed how to apply it to make
synthetic speech. Without wanting to detract from the considerable achievements
of these pioneers, we should recognize that their efforts were anchored in a
thorough understanding of acoustics, a branch of physics with a long history and
with a body of knowledge to which Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727), Jean Bapti ste
Joseph Fourier (1760-1830), Lord Rayl eigh and many others made significant
contributions (Hunt, 1992).
The formation of knowledge embodied in scientific theories can b e compared
to the formation of fossil fuel s. They need time to develop. We know that burning
fossil fuel s leads to a depletion of resources and poses a serious growing threat to
life on this earth. Many people are therefore hard at work to promote the use of
renewable energy sources and advocate a society based on the philosophy of
recycling.
Analogously, research funding policies that favor applied over basic research
represent a kind of " depletion of resources " which must be b alanced by the
long-term support of general and fundamental sci ence. On paper, that would seem
to be an obvious responsibility of both state and private organizations. However, as
we all know, in practice, maintaining the b alance between "depletion" and "re
newal " in scientific research is not achieved automatically. It presupposes a strong
and active participation by the researchers themselves.
Concluding remarks
The future strength of phonetics rests on the recognition of two main facts: First,
understanding human spoken l anguage is understanding an important part of
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ourselves and of our pl ace in nature and soci ety. Pursuing such an undertaking
successfully within the framework of general science wil l result in a rational
account of language and speech and will show how man is to some extent uni que,
but basically a product of the same processes of continuous biological evolution
that made all other organi sms. The impact of such an account will eventually be
enormous as education and communications technology spread it across the globe
and to all the cultures of the world. The fact that phonetics has a privileged position
in that undertaking makes phonetic research a priority of high timeless and cross
cultural intrinsic value.
Second, technologi cal, educational, clinical and other applications cannot do
without a fundamental understanding of human spoken l anguage. Some of our
colleagues would no doubt di sagree. Numerous proceedings from speech technol
ogy conferences convey a strong sense of optimi sm about the power of computa
tional and statistical methods that should provide shortcuts to the much slower,
step-by step and experimentally based search for insights about the way humans
process spoken language. The tacit hope seems to be that, before l ong, we will see
systems that achieve speaker independent recognition of connected speech and that
do so successful ly although they make minimal use of phonetic, lingui stic and other
behavioral knowledge.
What is probability of success of such efforts? Given the complexity of spoken
language, we can safely assume that such systems may score impressively on
limited tasks, but are extremely unlikely to ever come near complete success in
emulating human performance unless they are based on comprehensive models of
human behavior. Assuming otherwi se would seem to severely underestimate the
immensity and complexity of human l anguage. It resembles betting against other
events of infinitesimally low probability, e.g. life having arisen several times in
several places in the universe.
Favored by sponsors, gambling on shortcuts will no doubt continue to attract
people and cost a lot of money, although it appears singularly untempting to the
informed phonetician. Supporting, and doing, fundamental research seems like a
much safer strategy in making phonetics useful .
Phonetician - a j ack of all trades, a master of none? Or a person holding the
key to a more profound understanding not only of speech, but of human language
as a whole. Phonetics - a sci ence in its own right? Intell ectually, yes. There are
plenty of good questions around from which to build a future phonetics. But will
there be anybody to ask them in the future? For, no matter how forcefully articu
lated, the long-term priorities of fundamental research continually face the threat
of being overruled by short-term definitions of social "needs" and of being
replaced by the short-sighted agenda of "immediate usefulness " . However, since
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answers to the core questions of phonetics have timeless and cross-cultural intrinsi c
value and provide the knowledge resources without which future practical applica
ti ons will not be possible, prospects are good that, armed with good questions, good
methods and a critical awareness of the role of external "market forces ", phoneti
cians of the next century will be ready to meet the challenges and will find
themselves contributing to one of the most central and dynamic of scientific
enterpri ses: Understanding human language.
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Methodolog ical stud ies of Movetrack
- coil tilt and placement 1
Peter Branderud, Robert McAllister and Bo Kassling

Abstract
This paper concerns the experimental estimation of the accuracy of an electromag
netic transduction system . Thi s system was designed for the ob servation and
measurement of articulatory movements in speech. An overview of measurement
accuracy and sources of measurement error is presented which applies to the
magnetometry systems currently available. Two systems with so called tilt correc
tion, EMMA and EMA, were compared to the M ovetrack system which has no tilt
correction. Experiments were carried out to determine procedures which could
reduce and control the tilt of the Movetrack's receiver coils on the tongue. Five
trained phoneticians produced Swedi sh vowels and consonants. Tilt angle was
measured during static pronunci ations and estimated in running speech. It was
found that the dynamic and static conditi ons compare quite closely. It is concluded
that, providing the methodological demands discussed in the paper are met, the
Movetrack's accuracy and ease of handling make it a useful research tool .

1)

Branderud et a l . (1 994) .
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Acoustic contrast and the origin
of the human vowel space 1
Rene Carre2 , Bjorn Lindblom and Peter MacNeilage 3

Abstract
The morphology of the human vocal tract (VT) differs from that of other primates .
It has been pointed out that, with their high larynges, long mouths and short throats,
apes cannot form the pharynx cavity essential to the production of the full range of
human speech sounds. Here we describe an algorithm that derives the human
"vowel triangle" - both articulatorily and acoustically - given an arbitrary, but
normalized, VT shape as input and a criterion of maximal "acoustic contrast" to
guide its recursive selection of new sounds and articulations. The results are
compatible with the idea that the phyl ogenetic reshaping of the VT was, in part,
phonetically motivated. However, if that view is correct, the present findings also
strongly imply that it must have been the "di stinctiveness" of the new sounds,
rather than their "stability", that gave them their selective advantage.

1)
2)
3)

Ca rre et a I . , 1 994 .
Departement Signal, EN ST, Paris , Fra n ce .
Department of Lingu istics , U n iversity of Texas , Austi n Texas 787 1 2 , U SA.
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Socially conditioned variation of Ifj/1
Una Cunningham-Andersson

Abstract
In addition to testing the primary hypotheses of the proj ect "Non-native socio-dia
lectal perception", we want to study socially conditioned phonetic variation in the
Uppsal a accent in considerable detail . Candidates for socially conditioned phonetic
variables in Uppsala are, for example, the flapped I, intonati on, Idl in pronouns
b ecomes Irl , the pl ace of maximum constriction of Ifjl and a general weakening or
strengthening of accent features. Thi s paper i s concerned with variation in Ifjl in
Uppsala. A significant (0.05 level) but fairly weak correlation was found between
the socio-educational score of the speaker and both the frequency of the Ifjl (as
measured using LPC-analysis) and the average range in frequency over the three
measurement points for each Ifjl. Thi s indicates that speakers with higher socio
educational l evels (low scores) use, on average, higher frequency Ifj/: s than do
speakers with lower socio-educational level s, and al so that the speakers on higher
socio-educati onal l evels tend to have more formant movement in their Ifj/: s than
speakers from lower socio educational positions.

1)

C u n n i ng h a m-Andersso n , U . , 1 993a .
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Stigmatized pronunciations
in non-native speech 1
Una Cunningham-Andersson

Abstract
This paper reports the results of two experiments exploring the relationship be
tween native Swedi sh speakers ' perception of, on the one hand, different immigrant
groups and, on the other hand, different phonetic features of immigrant Swedish .
The first experiment showed that speakers can b e j udged differently as regards how
friendly and educated they sound when they use some non-native pronunciations
than others. Thi s was interpreted as evidence that attitudes to non-native pronun
ciations are separate from attitudes to speaker groups. Evidence was also found that
a single non-native pronunci ation in the same phonetic material produced by
different speakers will be judged differently. This shows that the particular non-na
tive pronunciation being used is not the only factor which influenced the li steners
in their j udgement of the stimuli. Other candidates are speaker characteristics, such
as the perceived personality, accentedness, voice quality and sex of the speaker, as
well as the assumed ethnic origin of the speaker. One of the naive listener groups
(with lower socio-economic and educational status) was found to be significantly
influenced in their judgements of the speakers by their beliefs about the speakers'
b ackgrounds. The second experiment resulted in lists of the 94 non-native pronun
ciations occurring in an extended material in the order of the median judgements
they elicited from 91 new listeners on the three judgement dimensions of impor
tance of the non-native pronunciation, speaker friendliness and speaker education .
T hese lists shoul d be of interest to teachers of Swedi sh as a second l anguage.

1)

C u n n i ng h a m-Andersson , U . , 1 993b.
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Data collection for a sociodialectal study 1
Una Cunningham-Andersson and Olle Engstrand

Abstract
In this paper, methods used to coll ect speech data from native speakers of six
regional accents of Swedish and one accent of American English are described.
This speech data is to be used as stimulus material in a series of listening tests. The
criteria used for speaker and listener selection are di scussed, and a preliminary
listening test i s reported. A useful technique for eliciting spontaneous speech from
lingui stically naive informants is presented where speakers were recorded in pairs
of the same race, social group and sex. Thi s tactic proved to be very effective in
eliciting natural running speech. The informants were not constrained by the
presence of an unknown interviewer, and peer pressure from their partner prevented
them from modifying their speech unnaturally. The next part of the recording
session took the form of an interview with both of the speakers, during the course
of which the speakers ' lingui stic and social background was documented. Thi s
represents a more formal speech style than the first situation, where the speakers
were talking to people they knew. Thi s change in situations might be expected to
be accompanied by a code switch in bidialectal speakers . The final, most formal ,
situation in the recordings was the reading of a text.

1)

C u n n i ng h a m-Andersso n , U . and Engstra n d , 0 , 1 994 .
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On explaining certain male-female
d ifferences in the phonetic realization of
vowel categories 1
Randy DiehP, Bjorn Lindblom,
Kathryn Hoemeke2 and Richard Fahey2

Abstract
The scaling between female and male formant frequencies tends to be highly
non-uniform across vowel categories with the result that female vowels exhibit
greater between-category dispersion than male vowels. Modeling studies strongly
suggest that this greater dispersion of female vowel s is partly behavioral, rather
than purely anatomical in origin. The present study tested one explanantion for this
behavioral difference between females and males, viz, that, without the compensa
tory effect of greater di spersion, the typically higher fundamental frequency (FO)
of female talkers would yield reduced identifiability of vowel s because of sparser
harmonic sampling of spectral envelopes. The specific question addressed was
whether, all else equal , a higher FO has the assumed deleterious effect on vowel
identifiability. In two experiments, the overall effect of increasing FO beyond 1 50
Hz was to reduce vowel l ab eling accuracy. Across individual vowel categories, the
effect of rai sing FO varied . This appears to be attributable, in part, to differing
degrees to which a high FO obscured the distinctive auditory properties of each
vowel cateory. Consi stent with the spectral undersampling account, the perform
ance decline at high FO : s was reduced or eliminated when FO was time-varying
rather than constant.

1)
2)

Diel et aI . , i n press .
Department of Psych ology, U n ivers ity of Texas, Austin Texas 787 1 2 , USA.
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Test battery for the measu rement
of second language perception 1
Mats Dufberg and Robert McAllister

Abstract
In a proj ect supported by H SFR we have attempted to measure L2 l earn ers' explicit
speech comprehension (in the target language) and to correlate that to certain
b ackground factors and self assessment. Their speech comprehension is measured
explicitly by means of speech comprehension tests. In the article we bri efly
2
describe the tests used in the present experiments. McAllister and Dutberg report
some preliminary results from the ongoing study. The tests used in the proj ect can
be divided into six types:
• Background questionnaire and interview
• Audiometric screening
• Psychoacoustic tests (3 tests)
• Level-based speech perception tests (2 tests)
• Global speech perception test
• Self assessment speech perception test
Our aim has been to use tests with high degree of validity. Since we will attempt
to correlate the L2 learners' speech comprehension with their production and with
certain background factors, it i s fundamental that the comprehension tests do
measure what we want them to test. In a previous article 3 we present the model of
speech comprehension on which we have based our work. With this set of tests we
have tried to satisfy both the vali dity requirement and the necessity to have
manageable tests.

1)
2)
3)

D ufbe rg and McAlliste r, 1 994.
McAl l iste r and Dufberg , 1 994 . Abstract a lso in this vo lume.
McAl l iste r and D ufberg , 1 989, "Some attempts to measure speech comprehension",
Peri/us 6 , 29-52 .
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Acoustics and perception of Eston ian
vowel types 1
A rva

Eek and Einar Meisfe(2

Abstract
The purpose of the present study has been to collect reference material on formant
frequencies of Estonian vowel s in the four-formant production space and to
examine perceptually a two-formant approximation to four-formant reference vow
el s using both matching and identification procedures. Perceptual quantifications
of formant patterns are di scussed with reference to the spectral integration in
envelope reconstruction and to the hyperspace effect in vowel perception . We
envi sage a framework for the descri ption of the Estonian vowel system on the basis
of perceptual di stinctive features (with special attention to the vowel /5/) .

1)
2)

Eek and Meister, 1 994.
Laboratory of Phonetics and Speech Technology, I nstitute of Cybern etics , Ta l l in n ,
Esto n i a .
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I nvestigation of relation between
speech and heari ng deficiencies
i n dysphonological children 1
Susanne Eismann, Francisco Lacerda,
Fritjof Norrelgen 2 and Maria Oberi

Abstract
We present a pilot study with the goal to investigate if the speech di scrimination of
dysphonological children differs from children with normal speech development.
The study was performed with nine dysphonological children between 4-5 years of
age and a control group of children with normal speech development at the same
age. The dysphonological children showed reduction of consonant clusters and
they were all examined and remitted by a speech therapi st.
In the discrimination test we used a specially developed computer program that
reinforces interest by means of visual feedback. The speech stimuli used were
digitized natural CCV and CCCV combinations read by a trained femal e speaker.
The children li stened to stimuli pairs in random order over headphones, and
were asked to mark the pair members as " same" or " different" , using push buttons .
At each correct response a graphical obj ect appeared on the screen . Different
obj ects were added, thus creating a complex pi cture, the complexity depending on
the amount of correct responses. The program registered the presentation order of
the stimuli , the child's response and reaction time.
The results indicates that the method may reveal certain types of dysphonol ogi
cal problems. For certain phonologically processes the dysphonol ogical chil dren
were more erroneous (p<O .05) and al so showed longer reaction times than the
children with normal speech development. (In Swedi sh. )

1)
2)

I n Swed ish , "Undersokning a v samband mellan ta l- och horselsva rig heter hos
dysfonolog iska barn " , Eisman n et aI. , 1 993a.
Dept . of Logopedics and Ph o n i atrics , Ka roli nska Institutet, Stockolm, Swed e n .
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Computer assisted aud io-visual tech n iq ue
for assessment and training
of hearing impaired you ng children 1
Susanne Eismann, Maria Oberg, 2 Fritjof Norrelgen, 2
and Francisco Lacerda

Abstract
This paper reports an audio-vi sual method for assessing young (about 4 years old)
children's di scrimination of speech sounds. The method is implemented as a
computer program that automatically presents acoustic stimuli, collects the sub
j ect's responses and provi des vi sual feedback.
The aim was to investigate whether the productional difficulti es experienced by
dysphonological children could be accounted for in terms of auditory defi cits.
The subj ects involved in the pilot study in progress consists of one group of
previously diagnosed dysphonological chil dren and a control group with no known
hi story of speech or hearing impairments .
A test session i s divided in a training phase and a test phase. In the training phase
the child listens to pairs of non-speech sounds and has to answer "identical " or " not
identical by pressing one of two buttons . The training phase proceeds until the child
achieves a criterion of 7 correct responses out of 8 consecutive trial s . The children
who meet the criterion are further tested with the main test. During the test phase
the stimuli pairs consi st of naturally produced phoneme sequences including
sequences for which the dysphonological children are known to have production
problems. Whenever the subj ect provides a correct response a picture el ement i s
added to the screen. The complexity o f the scene increases constantly with the
number of correct responses. The answers and their corresponding reaction times
are automatically saved for sub sequent stati stical analysi s .
The investigation is still ongoing and further results will b e reported.
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Eisma n n et a I . , 1 993b.
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Quality judgements by users
of text-to-speech synthesis
as a handicap aid 1
Olle Engstrand

Abstract
This paper reports a survey of the need for improved quality in text-to-speech
systems for handicapped users . Quality criteria are concerned primarily with those
phonetic aspects which affect the intelligibility and naturalness of the artificially
simulated speech (rate of utterance, articulatory precision etc.) rather than phonetic
expressions of age, sex, emotion etc. (paralinguistic variation). The aim was to a)
analyse comments collected from vi sually and speech-handicapped users, and to a
certain extent al so from dyslectic users, and b) b ase the specificati ons for text-to
speech systems on these analyses. These specifications can then be used when
priorities are to be made between future improvements, with the requirements of
the users in mind. It was concluded that the following areas should be given priority
when seeking to improve the intelligibility and naturalness of the simulated speech :
a) phrasing and pauses, b) stress and focus, c) temporal and stylistic variation.
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Engstra n d , 1 993.
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Durational correlates of q uantity
i n Swedish, Finnish and Estonian :
cross-language evidence for
a theory of adaptive d ispersion 1
aile Engstrand and Diana Krull

Abstract
Audio recordings of lively conversational speech produced by three Swedi sh, four
Finni sh and three Estonian speakers were analyzed for durational correlates of
quantity distinctions. The data suggested that duration contrasts are maintained
more consistently by Finnish and Estonian than by Swedi sh speakers. This is
attributed to the unusually compl ex structure of the Finnish and Estonian quantity
systems, and to the fact that Finnish and Estonian, in contrast to Swedish, do not
use vowel quality or diphthongization as correlates to quantity distinctions .
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Engstra nd and Kru l l , 1 994b.
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Aerodynamic measu rements
of normal voice 1
Eva Holmberg

Abstract
Vocal fold vibration results from an alternating balance between sub glottal air
pressure that drives the vocal folds apart and muscul ar, elastic, and restoring forces
that draw them together. The aim of the present thesi s is to present quantitative data
of normal vocal function using a noninvasive method. Measurements are made on
the inverse filtered airflow waveform, of estimated average transglottal pressure
and glottal airflow, and of sound pressure for productions of syllable sequences .
Statistical results are used to infer mechanisms that underlie differences across (1)
normal, loud, and soft voice, (2) normal, high, and low pitch, and (3) between
female and male voices . Interspeaker variation in group data and intraspeaker
variation across repeated recordings is also investigated. The results showed no
significant female-male differences in pressure, suggesting that differences in other
measures were not primarily due to differences in the respiratory systems . Most
gl ottal waveforms showed a DC flow offset, suggesting an air leakage through a
posterior glottal opening. Results suggested (indirectly) that the males in compari
son with the femal es had significantly higher vocal fold closing vel ocities (maxi
mum flow declination rate), larger vocal fold oscillations (AC flow), and relatively
longer closed portions of the cycle (open quotient) in normal and loud voice. In soft
voice, female and male waveforms were more alike. In comparison with normal
voice, both females and males produced loud voice with significantly higher values
of pressure, vocal fold closing velocity, and AC flow. Soft voice was produced with
significantly lower values of these measures and increased DC fl ow. Correlation
analyses indicated that several of the airflow measures were more directly rel ated
to vocal intensity than to pitch. Interspeaker variation was large, emphasizing the
importance of l arge subj ect groups to capture normal variation. Intraspeaker vari
ation across recording sessions was less than 2 standard deviations of the group
means. The results should contribute to the understanding of normal voice function,
and should be useful as norms in studies of voi ces disorders as wel l .
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S pontaneous ad u lt judgements
of i nfant vowel productions 1
Tamiko Ichijima and Francisco Lacerda

Abstract
Thi s study is a pilot investigation of how adult listeners spontaneously perceive
vowel quality in infant utterances. Recordings of two Japanese infants from the
Tokyo area were used to generate the stimuli. One infant was recorded every week
b etween 17 to 24 weeks of age. The other infant was recorded twice, at 32 and 78
weeks of age. The sessions lasted for about one hour and included playing alone,
pl aying with the mother and eating. The stimuli for the perceptual evaluation were
a random sample consisting of 57 utterances, drawn from the pool of noise and
interference-free utterances . Four phonetically trained subj ects j udged tongue
height and frontness in a speeded j udgement test paradigm. The results are compat
2
ible with the data from earlier acoustic studies, using careful phonetic transcrip
ti on. Japanese infants expl ore the opening dimension during the earlier period of
b abbling. Although the data cannot be used to establish the exact point at which
frontlback differentiation emerges, a significant difference was ob served between
the use of that dimension at 32 and at 78 weeks of age.

1)
2)

Ichijima and Lacerda , 1 994 .
Davis and MacNeilage (1 990) : "Aq u isitio n of co rrect vowe l prod uctio n : A q u a ntitive
case study", J Speech and Hearing Research 3 3 , 1 6-27 .
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Word-prosodic features i n
Eston ian conversational speech :
some preliminary resu lts 1
Diana Krull

Abstract
The acoustic correlates o f Estonian quantity have until now been investigated in so
called "lab speech" . The aim of the present study is to describe the acoustic
quantity correlates in natural conversational speech.
It can be hypothesized that if an acoustic parameter is used as a primary or single
cue to phonological di stinctions in a language, then the freedom of the speakers to
vary this parameter will be restricted. That i s, the parameter should remain robust
in any speaking sty le. Thi s study has two goal s : (1) assess the stability of the
acoustic quantity correlates; (2) throw some l ight on the relative importance of
different cues of quantity in Estonian.
Estoni an has three di stinctive quantities : short (Q1), l ong (Q2) and overlong
(Q3). They are signalled by the duration of the segments, and, in particular, by the
duration ratio between the first (main stressed) and second syllable of a word. To
di stingui sh between Q2 and Q3, li steners use an additional tonal cue in the first
syllable: FO fall s in Q3 and is flat or slighly ri sing in Q2.
The material of thi s study consi sted of lexical words spoken by a native male
speaker of Standard Estonian. Duration and FO measurements were performed on
the two initial syllables of each word.
The results showed statistically significant temporal differences between quan
tity degrees : the duration of the first syllable increased with quantity degree while
the second syllable became shorter, and, as a consequence, the difference in the
intersyllabic ratio was particularly pronounced. However, no significant tonal
differences were found between quantity degrees.
The results of thi s study did not contradict the hypothesis at the outset: the
temporal quantity cues remained not only stable, but were more pronounced in
conversational speech . The tonal quantity correlates, however, were not stable. This
suggests that the temporal cues may be crucial for signalling quantity in Estonian.
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A study of the physical properties
of the movement segment in Swedish
sign language - preliminary resu lts 1
Catharina Kylander

Abstract
First some types of movements in sign language are di scussed, then a b ackground
is provided as to why the physical properties of the so called transition movement
are interesting with regard to the phonological representation .
The movements under consideration are (i) lexical movement and (ii) transition
movements within signs. Two types of signs are studied - repeated unidirectional
signs and bidirectional signs. The maj or finding so far is that repeated unidirec
ti onal signs are not produced with a straight path movement (as they would b e
according to the phonological representation) but rather wih a circular movement.
(In Swedish .)

1)

I n Swed ish , "En studie av ro relsesegme ntets fysikalis ka egenska pe r i sve n s kt
teckensprii k - pre l i m i n a ra resu ltat, " Kylander, 1 993.
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Vowel perception d u ri ng
the fi rst year of l ife 1
Francisco Lacerda

Abstract
The paper presents b asic methodology for infant speech perception research and
di scusses the implications of some recent results obtained at the Institute of
Linguistics, Stockholm University. (In Portuguese.)

1)

I n Potug uese , "Percep9ao d e voga is d u ra nte 0 pri meiro a n a de vida", Lacerd a , 1 993a.
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Sonority contrasts dominate
you ng infants' vowel perception 1
Francisco Lacerda

Abstract
Three groups of normal Swedish infants were tested on their ability to di scriminate
sonority and chromaticity vowel contrasts, equal in Bark units. The infants were
2-3, 6-7 and 10-11 months old, living in monolingual Swedish environments. The
2-3 month-olds were tested using the High-Amplitude-Sucking technique. The
ol der infants were tested with the Head-Turn procedure. One of the vowel pairs
provided an [ a ] /[ A ] sonority contrast realized by a 1 .8 Bark difference in F1 alone.
The other pair was a [ a ] /[a] chromaticity contrast, in which the vowels differed
al so by 1 .8 Bark but in this case along F2. In spite of the procedural differences,
the results show that the three groups of subj ects could detect the sonority contrast
but that no reliable di scrimination could be inferred for the corresponding chro
maticity contrast.
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Lacerd a , 1 993c.
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I nfant speech perception 1
Francisco Lacerda

Abstract
The paper is a summary of a lecture given at the Svenska foreningen for foniatri
och logopedi (Swedi sh Society for Phoniatrics and Logopedics). The paper ad
dresses general aspects of infant speech perception, presents typical research
techniques and reviews some recent empirical findings in this research domain.
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Lacerd a , 1 994a .
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The asymmetric structure
of the infant's perceptual vowel space 1
Francisco Lacerda

Abstract
Thi s paper reports a study of the infant's perceptual sensitivity to F I and F 2 changes
occurring in the central region of an adult male's vowel space. The data was
collected from a group of 16 Swedi sh infants whose ages varied from 6 to 12
months. The infants were tested with the Head-Turn procedure in their ability to
di scriminate variants of a reference schwa vowel . Four variants were generated by
introducing a fixed increment or decrement (in Bark) along either F I or F 2 . The
results are compatibl e with previously reported data obtained for vowel contrasts
2
in the l owlback region of the vowel space. Thus, the general notion that there is a
perceptual asymmetry favoring F I differences during the early stages of vowel
perception is supported by the present results .
The paper attempts to argue that the early structure of the infant's vowel space
might be influenced by the combined effects of both the perceptual dominance of
F I contrasts and the infant's larger articulatory precision along the open/close than
along the frontlback dimension .

1)
2)

Lacerd a , 1 994b .
Lacerd a , 1 993. Abstract also in this vol u me .
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Perception of vowel categories
i n the first year of life 1
Francisco Lacerda and Ulla Sundberg

Abstract
This paper reports recent findings on infant speech perception. The results indi cate
that 3 and 6-12 month olds show a greater sensitivity to vowel contrasts involving
manipulations of the vowel's first formant frequency F 1 than to contrasts of the
same magnitude (as measured on a tonotopical scale) that involve changes in the
second formant frequency, F2. The infants' preference for contrasts conveyed by
F 1 distinctions may be related to the way in which the phonological structure of the
infants ' vowel space develops . According to our data, which so far focus on low
b ack region of the vowel space, the infants' di scrimination i s b etter along the
opening degree dimension than along the frontlback dimension. This result is
interpreted as an indi cation that certain auditory-based processes may determine
the early stages of the infants' phonological development by directing the infants'
attention to the most sali ent acoustic variables.
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A preliminary i nvestigation
of how prosodic cues
may help you ng infants
to extract words from natural sentences 1
Francisco Lacerda, Ulla Sundberg
and Christin Andersson

Abstract
This paper presents preliminary results of a study assessing 6 month-ol d infants'
capacity to pick up lingui stically relevant information presented i n complex natu
ralistic lingui stic contexts. The Head-Turn procedure was used to investigate the
infants ' ability to discriminate target words that are embedded in natural carrier
sentences. The sentences were produced as infant-directed or adult-directed speech
("direction") and for each direction of the target word occurred either in emphati c
or non-emphatic position ("focus").
A l arge number of sentences, including all the possible combinations of direc
ti on and focus, was first submitted to adult scrutiny in order to select unambiguous
carrier sentences in which adequate target words were subsequently edited. Both
adults and infants were tested by the Head-Turn procedure, to assess the differences
between the infants' and adults ' use of the prosodic information.
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Role of articu lation in speech perception :
Clues from production 1
Bjorn Lindblom

A bstract
The relative roles played by signal properties and non-signal information in speech
perception are first examined. The evidence strongly suggests that phonetic per
cepts are never knowledge-innocent records of the raw signal. That conclusion i s
dr awn not only about "higher" l evel s of l anguage pr ocessing, but i s seen to apply
also to the perception of elementary phonetic stimuli . A review of a br oad range of
facts about production highlights the fact that speech production is adaptively
organized. That circumstance suggests that the signal does not encode articulatory
or acoustic/auditory invariants, but plays the role of supplementing the multi-modal
information already in place in the listener 's speech pr ocessing system . It i s
accordingly proposed that phonetic signal s are not invariants wrapped in "noi se",
but are products of listener-dependent adaptations that transform speech patterns in
principled and, ther efore, interpretable ways. Do listeners form speech percepts by
way of intermedati ate articulatory repr esentations? There seem to be strong both
theor etical and methodological r easons to doubt that they do.
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Lindblom, i n press.
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Is sound change adaplive? 1
Bjorn Lindblom, Susan Guion2 , Susan Hura 3 ,
Seung-Jae Moon4 and Raquel Willerman 5

A bstract
This paper proposes that, in analogy with other phenomena of both biological and
cultural change, sound change be analyzed in terms of a two-step process of
variation and selection. Phonetic variations are seen to arise from the abi lity of
speakers to adaptively tune their performance to the various social and communi
cative needs that they associate with specific speaking situations. During the
li stener 's processing, such variation is a means rather than an end. The focus i s
normally o n what is being said (message), rather than on how i t i s said (signal).
However, occasionally, the "how" information is also conveyed. It i s proposed that
it is thi s incidental "how" -mode of perception that provides one of the b eginnings
of new pronunciations, and that selection, or rej ection, by the speech community
occurs as a result of an evaluation that language users implicitly perform with
respect to, among other things, social , articulatory, perceptual, lexical-systemic
dimensions of the new phonetic pattern s. Sound change i s taken to be adaptive in
the sense that, if forms arise that match the current values of the evaluation criteria
better than the old forms, they are more likely to be phonologized.
In many respects, the present account follows the listener-based scenari o
proposed by Ohal a. However, it differs in that misperceptions are de-emphasized
as the sole seeds of change, and in that a significant rol e is pl ayed al so by the
speaker.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Lindblom et aI. , i n press.
Department of Linguistics , U n iversity of Texas, Austin Texas 787 1 2 , U SA.
Department of Aud iology and Speech Sciences , 1 353 Heavilon H a l l , P u rd u e
U n ive rs ity, West Lafayette I N 47907-1 353, U SA
Department of Englis h , Col lege of Li bera l Arts , AJOU U n iversity, Suwon 442-749 ,
Korea.
Department of S peech and Hearing Sciences, U n iversity of Wash i ngto n , Seattle,
Washi ngton 989 1 5 , USA .
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Perceptual and statistical
classification of vowels 1
Rolf Lindgren and Susanne Eismann

Contrary to reference speech the vowel s from spontaneous speech show l arge
variations and overlap with each other to a great extent. How, then, can we identify
a signal as a specific vowel when the signal properties alone give no unambiguous
clues? Our approach to investigating this is to combine different acoustic analysi s
techniques with different statistical classification methods and correlate the results
with presumed vowel identity. In a serie of experiments, two artificial neural
network paradigms, feed-forward back-propagation (BP) and Kohonen Feature
Map (KFM), were used to classify formant pattern s of long vowels from reference
and spontaneous speech.
Generally, the BP nets have been shown to have a large classification capacity,
usually in the range of 90-95%. This also holds for BP trained and tested with
reference speech data (97 .4%) . However, it performed poorly on vowel data from
spontaneous speech (36 .7%). Also, BP trained on data from spontaneous speech
showed a rather bad performance (57 .5%) . The same pattern as with BP can be seen
with KFM when trained on reference speech which yields poor results on data from
spontaneous speech (14 .8%) . In fact, in this case there is a substantial proportion
of the data from spontaneous speech that is non-classified (73%). KFM trained on
spontaneous speech behaves approximately as BP (40 .5% correct), although the
overall error rate is slightly larger (57 .6% misclassifications) .
T o evaluate how well "intended" vowel quality (i .e. phonological class) i s
preserved in spontaneous speech, a vowel identification test was performed, using
natural vowel s and synthetic vowel s, modelled after spontaneous speech. In the
perception test with natural vowels, the stimuli were a representantive sample for
the total variation of each vowel class taken from the spontaneous speech of one
speaker. The synthetic stimuli were synthetic versions of the natural vowel s .
The test showed that 52 .1 % of the natural vowels were perceived in agreement
with the l abeled vowel quality and in the synthetic version 35 .9% . A compari son
between the dispersion of the responses for natural and synthetic stimuli reveals
that li steners tend to j udge the the synthetic vowels according to their l ocation in
the formant space, whereas natural vowel s to a greater extent carry their intended
phonetic quality as they move in space.
1)

Lindgren and Eisma n n , 1 994.
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Speech motor control1
A nders Lofqvis(2 and Bjorn Lindblom

Abstract
Significant progress in understanding the coordination and control of speech
movements has been made as a result of two different but essentially complemen
tary research approaches. First, improved measurement techniques (e.g. electro
magnetic transduction) have appeared that have provided new valuable information
on arti culatory processes . Second, investigators have been able to build computa
ti onal model s that exhibit much greater physiological and physical sophistication
than earlier frameworks. These tools have been used to shed new light on how the
vocal folds vibrate and how patterns of muscular activity influence articulatory
parameters such as the rotation and translation of the mandible and the position and
shape of the tongue. Connectioni st modeling has been successfully applied to
present a unified theoretical account of a wide range of experimental facts about
the rate- and context-dependence of speech movements .

1)
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Lofqvist and Lindblom, 1 994.
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A dynamic model for the temporal
properties of Swed ish 1
Berti! Lyberg and Barbro Ekho!m2

Abstract
Segment duration varies depending on a number of linguisti c and nonlinguistic
factors . At the word and phrase level s segment duration is found to depend on the
position in the word and in the phrase. The positional effects on segment duration
have been studied by several investigators and, for some l anguages, models have
b een hypothesized to describe segmental duration in different positi ons in words
and phrases. The greatest positional effect i s the phenomenon of final lengthening
that appears to be of considerable generality as a phonetic phenomenon. However,
most computational model s are static i . e. the durational properti es are modelled at
a certain speech rate. In thi s investigation segment duration i s studied at different
speech rates by means of both reiterant speech and ordinary read speech, and with
focus assignment systematically varied along the sentence. A tentative dynamic
model for segment duration is presented.
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The fi nal lengthening phenomenon in
Swedish - a consequence of default
sentence accent? 1
Berti! Lyberg and Barbro Ekholm2

Abstract
At the word and phrase levels segment duration is known to depend on the position
in the word and in the phrase. Of considerable generality is final l engthening which
induces a substantial positional effect on duration. In thi s investigation segment
duration is studied at different speech rates and with focus assignment systemati
cally varied along the sentences. The subj ects mimicked the prosodic pattern of the
utterances by using reiterant speech. From the different utterances an " out-of-fo
cus-utterance" was constructed for each type of sentence by taking out the non
sense words not being in focus position . In most of these "out-of-focus" utterances
there was only a slight tendency to a final lengthening effect and in some utterances
there was no final lengthening at all . This finding is contradictory to earlier
obtained results for Swedi sh.
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Stud ies of perceptual foreign accent 1
Robert McAllister

Abstract
Thi s paper is a report on ongoing research which focuses on various aspects of the
acquisition of second language (L2) comprehension. Specifically, it addresses L2
users ' global ability to understand an L2 and compares this communicative ability
to that of native speakers . Our point of departure is that the reduced pho
netic/phonological capacity of an L2 learner is reflected not only by deviant
production, but al so by perceptual difficulties or as "perceptual foreign accent"
whi ch are at least as problematic in everyday communication situations . Several
comprehension test were administered to native speakers and L2 users and test
results were compared. Results of this comparison indicate that with increasing
perturbation comprehension ability of the L2 users deteriorates at a much faster rate
than the native users. Perceptual foreighn accent may then be important to consider
in the competence ofL2 users and it may be due to L2 users difficulty in processing
signal independent information.
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Speech communication 1
Robert McAllister

Abstract
This book i s an exposition of the central areas of the subj ect of phonetics. It includes
a summary of structures and mechani sms involved in the production and perception
of speech. It al so includes a secti on on acoustic phonetics and a section on the basi c
principl es of phonology and their relation to phonetics. Designed as a textbook
primarily for university students of basic lingui stics it should al so be rel evant for
several professional areas that have to do with speech, hearing and l anguage such
as speech pathology, audiology, and foreign language teaching. (In Swedi sh. )

1)
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Aspects of the perception and
prod uction of a second language:
A prog ress report 1
Robert McAllister and Mats Dufberg

Abstract
This paper i s a progress report on a proj ect dealing with L2 acqui sition. The
research work presented here is concerned with the ability of second l anguage (L2)
users to understand spoken L2 . A test battery was administered to assess some
relevant abilities. The battery includes : A psychoacoustic sub-battery including test
of frequency di scrimination, gap detection and signal-type discrimination; a word
test with on-line fonological metrics to determine the phonological di stance be
tween the subj ect's answer and the target word; a top-down test using the phoneme
monitoring paradigm ; a global comprehension test and a pencil and paper self
assessment test. These test results will be compared to an assessment of L2 speech
production made by a large number of native li steners and related to several
b ackground factors.
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Cross-language analysis of VCV
coarticu lation 1
Michelle Molis2 , Bjorn Lindblom,
Wendy CastJeman2 and Rene Carre 3

Abstract
O hman4 reported that superpositi on of a consonant closure gesture on a vowel-to
vowel transition was sufficient to describe VCV coarticulation; however, other
researchers 5 have found a l anguage-dependent articulatory trough in the movement
of the tongue during some VCV sequences . Such a trough would limit the possible
extent of coarti cui ati on. In thi s study, one male speaker each of American Engli sh,
French, and Swedi sh produced VCV sequences. Vowels included Iii, Ia! and luI.
For each of three stop consonants (fbi, Ipl and Id/), an index of coarticulation was
obtained through calculation of a locus equation. In addition, coarticul ation indices
were obtained from the output of an acoustic tube model that uses superposition to
generate VCV sequences . Preliminary results indicated that superposition alone
predicted coarticulation of una spirated stops in all languages, but was not sufficient
to explain the reduced coarticulation observed for aspirated stops. Reduction in
degree of coarticul ation corresponded qualitatively with the language-dependent
extent of the articulatory trough . With modifications intended to simulate an
articulatory trough, the model successfully simul ated the qualitative change in
cross-lingui stic coarticulation.

1)
2)
3)
4)
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Mo lis et a I . , 1 994.
Depa rtment of Psycho logy, U n ivers ity of Texas , Austin Texas 787 1 2 , USA.
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O h ma n , S . (1 966) : "Coarticu lati on in VCV utteran ces: Spectrog ra phic measure
ments", in J Acoust Soc Am, 39 (1 ) , 1 5 1 -1 68 .
McAll ister, R. and O. Engstrand (1 99 1 ) : "Some cross language aspects of coa rti cu l a
tio n " , i n Peri/us 1 3 , 89-94 .
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I nteraction between d u ration, context and
speaking style i n Eng lish stressed vowels 1
Seung-Jae Moon 2 and Bjorn Undblom

Abstract
Acoustic ob servations are reported for English front vowel s embedded in a /wJ/
frame and carrying constant main stress. The vowel s were produced by five
speakers in cl ear and citation-form styles at varying durations but at a constant
speaking rate. The acoustic analyses revealed: (i) that formant pattern s were
systematically displaced in the direction of the frequencies of the consonants of the
adj acent pseudo-symmetrical context; (ii) that those di splacements depended in a
lawful manner on vowel duration; (iii) that this context- and duration-dependence
was more limited for clear than for citation-form speech, and that the smaller
formant shifts of clear speech tended to be achieved by increases in the rate of
formant frequency change. The findings are compatible with a revised, and
biomechanically motivated, version of the vowel undershoot model 3 that derives
formant patterns from numerical information on three variables: the ' locus-target'
di stance, vowel duration and rate of formant frequency change. The results further
indicate that the ' clear' samples were not merely louder, but involved a systematic,
undershoot-compensating reorganization of the acoustic patterns.

1)
2)
3)

Moon and Lind blom , 1 994 .
Department of Englis h , College of Libe ral Arts , AJO U U n iversity, Suwo n 44 1 -74 9 ,
Ko re a .
Lindblom, B. (1 963) : "Spectrog ra phic study of vowel red uctio n ", i n J A coust Soc Am,
35, 1 773-1 781 .
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An acoustic study of vowel qual ity
i n spontaneous speech
before and after g lossectomy 1
Eva Oberg

Abstract
The purpose of thi s study was to determine the formant frequencies of the Swedish
tense vowel s produced in spontaneous speech by four male speakers before and
after non-total gl ossectomy, and to compare the post- with the preoperative vowel
spaces on the F I -F2 plane. The speech material was collected from intervi ews with
the subj ects.
The postoperative vowel s show a reduced F2 range compared to the preopera
tive ones. This would reflect the glossectomee's inability to move an articul atory
constri ction horizontally. There i s, however, no pre- vs . postoperative difference for
F 1 : the relatively unimpeded mobility of the j aw allows a certain fl exibility in the
high-low dimension .
The results do not give evidence of a general centralization of b ack and front
vowels, but suggest different articulatory patterns for different speakers, depending
on the amount of tongue ti ssue removed, and also on the mobility of the tongue
remnant. In all four subj ects a skin flap, retaining blood and nerve supply, has been
sewn to the residual tongue ti ssue in order to restore as much mobility as possible.
Two speakers subj ected to radical resections of the back of their tongues show
markedly centralized back vowel s, but no pre- vs. postoperative difference for front
vowel s . This suggests a high mobility of their tongue remnants. In one speaker, who
had been subj ected to resection of a minor part of the back of the tongue, the skin
flap necrotized and had to be removed. He shows normal frequencies for the b ack
vowel s but centralized front ones. Thi s centralization is probably caused primarily
by stiffness in the remaining tongue ti ssue. The postoperative F 2 range of the fourth
speaker, who had been subj ected to resection of the undersi de of the tongue and the
fl oor of the mouth, suggests a slight centralization of both back and front vowel s.
Despite the resections of tongue ti ssue and the reductions ofthe frequency range
for the second formant, all four glossectomees are able to seperate the vowels
acoustically. With all vowels plotted, the areas for the different phonemes show
very little overl ap.
1)
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Speech after partial g lossectomy:
An a rticu latory study based o n
EPG data from two su bjects 1
Eva Oberg

Abstract
Speech following partial glossectomy is often perceptually judged a s normal . To
study whether the articulation of such patients is normal, or if compensatory
strategies are employed, EPG data from two male glossectomees were analysed.
Subj ect G l had undergone right hemigl ossectomy and subj ect G2 resecti on of
the underside of the tongue. In both cases the floor of the mouth had been resected.
The hypoglossal and the lingual nerves had been cut off bilaterally in the latter
patient. One normal speaker served as control subj ect.
Measurements were made at the articulatory point of maximum electrode
activation of the consonants It , d, n, s, 9, j, r , 1 /, each produced 12 times i n the
frame Ita CVI/, where V Ii, a , ul.
The articulatory patterns of all consonants showed a leftright asymmetry. Only
the fricatives, Is , 9, j/, exhibited a significantly more pronounced asymmetry for
the glossectomees compared to the normal speaker. Place and width of the constric
tion of the fricatives was measured, defined as number of free electrodes in each
row. For G2 the constriction was situated more posteriorly on the palate than for
the normal speaker, and the groove was considerably wider. For G l , the patterns
resembled those found for the normal subj ect. It was remarkabl e that he was able
to produce lsi with a narrow alveolar groove. The data suggest, however, that he
di d not form thi s groove with the tongue itself. Instead the air channel was situated
beside the tongue on the right side, i .e. between the tongue and the teeth.
These results provide further evidence of the remarkable plasticity of speech
apparatus. Despite hemiglossectomy, the palatolingual contact pattern ofG1 is only
slightly deviant from normal, and he is able to obtain normal groove dimensions
for lsi through arti culatory reorganization. The arti culatory pattern of G2 is more
deviant from normal, but not to a degree that could be expected after a loss of the
12th nerve.
=
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Cross-language d ifferences i n
phonolog ical acq u isition :
Swed ish and American /t/1
Carol Stoe/-Gammon, 2 Karen Williams,
and Eugene Bude?

Abstract
Our understanding of phonological acqui sition has benefited immensely from
cross-lingui stic investigations which allow researchers to separate biological and
learned factors . To date, most cross-linguisti c studies have focused either on
differences in phoneti c inventories or on differences in frequency of occurrence of
particular phonetic and phonological properties in the adult l anguage. Thi s paper
describes a third type of study : compari sons of segments that occur in two (or more)
languages, but differ in their phonetic properties. We present perceptual and
acoustic analyses of adult and child productions of word-initial alveolar It! in
American Engli sh and dental It! in Swedi sh. Results showed that listeners' percep
ti on of place of articulation was strongly associated with language (alveolar:
American English, dental: Swedish) for both adult and child tokens, and was
effective in assigning individual speakers to language groups. Three acoustic
measures, voice onset time (VOT), burst intensity and burst spectral diffuseness
correlated with l anguage for both child and adult tokens; the l atter two measures
correlated with perception as well . The findings suggest that American and Swed
ish children at 30 months of age have acquired some l anguage-specific phoneti c
aspects of ItI phonemes .

1)
2)

Stoel-Ga mmon et a I . , 1 994.
Department of S peech and Hearing Sciences, U n i ve rsity of Wash i ngto n , Seattle ,
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Word accent 2 in child d irected speech:
A pilot study 1
Ulla Sundberg

Abstract
The tonal characteri stics of di syllabic accent 2 words in child directed speech
(CDS) were studied and compared to those in adult directed speech (ADS). The
purpose of the study was to investigate 1) whether the secondary FO ri se i s more
prominent in CDS than in ADS, and 2) whether the secondary FO rise i s influenced
more than the primary FO fall in CDS .
Speech samples were obtained from one mother, speaking Central Standard
Swedi sh, while interacting with her three month old son for about 15 minutes, and
while she talked to the experimenter afterwards in a relaxed and informal di scus
SlOn.
Disyllabic accent 2 words were identified in the speech sampl es. T he words that
were j udged by the investigator to be the most prominent in each utterance are
referred to as having sentence accent. An acoustic analysi s was performed on words
b oth with and without sentence accent determining the fall parameter in the first,
primary stressed syllable and the ri se parameter in the secondary stressed syllable.
The results showed that the mother drastically changed her speech style when
addressing her infant. The main difference was the exaggerated tonal charac
teristics in the disyllabic accent 2 words. The results confirm the first hypothesis, i
e the secondary FO rise i s more prominent in CDS than in ADS, especially in words
without sentence accent. In ADS the fall parameter average was greater than the
ri se parameter average in words with sentence accent. The second hypothesis, that
the secondary FO ri se is influenced more than the primary fall in CDS, was also
supported. In particular, the FO fall in the first syllable was seldom replaced by a
FO ri se, whereas the FO rise in the second syllable was reali sed as a FO fall in many
cases.
The results from thi s investigation may suggest that CDS is an important factor
as lingui stic input during the child's language acquisiti on process. However, the
results from the present study must be regarded as preliminary since they are b ased
on only one mother's speech.

1)
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Tonal word accent 2 in Swedish speech
d i rected to i nfants 1
Ulla Sundberg

Abstract
Motherese (or child-directed speech) denotes a special speech style typically used
by mothers and other care-takers in their interaction with infants . Prosodic modifi
cations at sentence or phrase level s such as higher mean fundamental frequency,
wider pitch excursions, tonally and temporally coherent intonation contours have
2
been ob served in a number of studies. Such modifications are also likely to affect
the intonation contour in the word domain. This paper reports an investigation of
tonal and temporal aspects in di syllabic accent 2 words, produced by Swedish
mothers in spontaneous interaction with their three-month-old infants. The child
directed speech data are contrasted with matching adult-directed speech data.
Preliminary results are compatible with those from earlier studies. The results
suggest that word emphasi s is signaled differentially in infant-directed speech and
adult-directed speech. Much wider pitch excursions were ob served in the accent 2
words occurring in the former than in the latter case. In infant-directed speech, FO
may be the primary variable for marking prominence while in adult-directed speech
duration seems to be the significant one. 3

1)
2)

3)

S u n d berg , 1 994a .
E . g . Fern a ld , A . , T. Taesch ner, J . D u n n , M . Papousek, B . Boysson-Bardie and I . Fukui
(1 989) : "A cross-language study of prosodic mod ifications i n mothers' and fathers'
speech to preverba l i nfa nts", i n J. of Child Lang. 1 6 , 477-50 1 .
S u nd berg , 1 993b. Abstract also in this vol u me .
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Tonal and temporal aspects
of child directed speech 1
Ulla Sundberg

Abstract
Disyllabic accent 2 words produced by three mothers interacting with their three
month old infants and with an adult were investigated with respect to tonal and
temporal characteri stics. The FO fall in the primary stressed first syll able and the
FO ri se in the secondary stressed second syll able were measured in terms of pitch
change, duration and the speed of the FO change. The preliminary results support
the hypothesi s that the FO rise in the secondary stressed syllable is significantly
greater in speech directed to infants than in speech directed to adults . The results
al so support the hypothesis that the variability is greater in the secondary FO rise in
child directed speech than in the FO fall in the primary stressed fi rst syll able. A third
hypothesis was that pitch and duration are used differentially in marking sentence
accent in speech directed to infants and adults respectively. The preliminary results
suggest individual strategies in thi s regard.
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Swedish tonal word accent 2
i n child directed speech - a pilot study
of tonal and temporal characteristics 1
Ulla Sundberg and Francisco Lacerda

Abstract
This study is based on a previous one by Sundberg (1993b) in which the extents of
the FO excursions in disyllabic accent 2 words were analysed in child directed
speech (CDS) and in adult directed speech (ADS). The results showed a main effect
of exaggeration of the tonal characteristics in CDS, when one mother addressed her
three month old infant. The secondary FO ri se in the second syllable was more
prominent in CDS than in ADS, especially in words with sentence accent, whil e no
significant style difference was found in the fall parameter in words without
sentence accent. Thi s posed the question whether there is a difference with respect
to durati ons. A compari son between the overall FO contours revealed a strong
difference between CDS and ADS . In CDS the FO contours in words with and
without sentence accent were very similar in their timing characteristi cs. The
difference was in the range of the FO changes during the fall and rise. In ADS, on
the other hand, the timing was very different. In words with sentence accent the
duration of the ri se parameter was approximately 4 times longer than in words
without sentence accent. The ranges of the FO changes were rather moderate.
The results suggest a differential use of FO and duration in marking sentence
accent in CDS and ADS, respectively. In speech addressed to the infant the mother
uses FO variation in signalling sentence accent, while she uses variation in duration
in the ADS .
The perceptual significance of the tonal and temporal exaggerations i n CD S
should b e tested in formal experiments with infants .
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Conventional, biological, and
environmental factors in speech
commun ication: A mod u lation theory 1
Hartmut TraunmOller

Abstract
Speech signals contain various types of information that can be grouped under the
headings phonetic, affective, personal , and transmittal . Listeners are capable of
di stingui shing these. Previous theories of speech perception have not considered
thi s fully. They have mainly been concerned with problems relating to phonetic
quality alone. The theory presented in thi s paper considers speech signals as the
result of all owing conventional gestures to modulate a carrier signal that has the
personal characteristics of the speaker, which implies that in general the conven
ti onal information can only be retrieved by demodulation.
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The auditory perception of children's
age and sex1
Hartmut TraunmOller and Renee van Bezooijen 2

Abstract
Data on the accuracy with which listeners rate the age of children and some
knowledge about the relative contributions of underlying factors (Fo, formant
frequencies, ' verbal maturation ' ) have been obtained in perceptual experiments
using excerpts from interviews with children in the age groups 5, 7, 9, and 11 years.
Utterances containing verbal cues to age were avoided by presenting written
versions to a panel ofj udges. The utterances were LPC-analyzed and resynthesized
with modifications, to obtain whi spered speech, speech of 9 year olds with Fo,
formants, and speech rate modified to suggest an age of 5, 7, 9, and 11 years, and
whispered versions of these. The li steners agreed in their age ratings with an SD
around 1 .5 years . The differences between the four types 'of speech were smal l . The
analysis showed the perceptual weight of the 'verbal maturation' factor to increase
with experience, and that of Fo to decrease. Data on sex recognition are presented
without analysi s of underlying factors.

1)
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Fa-excursions in speech and their
perceptual evaluation as evidenced
i n liveliness estimations 1
Hartmut Traunmilller and Anders Eriksson

Abstract
Published data on Fo in speech show its range of variation to be the same for men
and women if expressed in semitones. An analysis of additional production data
shows that the "liveliness" of speech is related to the extent of the excursions of
Fo from its "base-value". In order to learn how listeners evaluate Fo-excursions, a
set of experiments was performed in which subj ects had to estimate the liveliness
of utterances. The stimuli were obtained by LPC-analysis of one natural utterance
that was modified by resynthesizing Fo, the formant frequencies and the time scale
in order to simulate some of the natural extra- and paralingui stic variations that
affect Fo and/or liveliness : The speaker's age, sex, articulation rate, and voice
regi ster. In each case, the extent of the Fo-excursions was varied in 7 steps. The
results showed that, as long as no variation in voice regi ster was involved, li steners
judged Fo-intervals to be equal if they were equal in semitones. If the voice regi ster
was shifted without adj ustment in articulation, listeners appeared to j udge the
Fo-excursions in relation to to the spectral space available below F l . The liveliness
ratings were found to be strongly dependent on articulation rate and they were
observed to be affected by the perceived age of the speaker.
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The perceptual evaluation of FO-excu rs ions
in speech as evidenced
in l iveliness estimations 1
Hartmut TraunmOller and Anders Eriksson

Abstract
In order to learn how listeners evaluate Fa excursions, a set of experiments was
performed in which subj ects had to estimate the liveliness of utterances . The stimuli
were obtained by LPC analysi s of one natural utterance that was modified by
resynthesizing Fa, the formant frequencies, and the time scale in order to simulate
some of the natural extra- and paralingui stic variations that affect Fa and/or
liveliness, namely the speaker's age, sex, articulation rate, and voice register. In
each case, the extent of the Fa excursi ons was varied in seven steps. The results
showed that, as long as no variation in voice register was involved, listeners j udged
Fa interval s to be equal if they were equal in semitones. Since investigations of Fa
in speech have shown its range of variation expressed in semitones to be approxi
mately the same for men and women, this implies that the degree of liveliness in
typical speech of men and women is the same. When the voi ce regi ster was shifted
without adjustment in articulation, li steners appeared to j udge the Fa excursions in
relation to the spectral space available below F ] . The liveliness ratings were found
to b e strongly dependent on articulation rate and to be affected by the perceived age
of the speaker which, with the manipulated stimuli used here, turned out to b e
significantly affected b y the sex of the listener.
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External sources of i nd ividual d ifferences?
A cross-lingu istic analysis
of the phonetics of maternal speech
to one-year-old children 1
Marilyn Vihman, 2 Edwin Kay, 3
Benedicte de Boysson-Bardie, 4
Catherine Durand, 4 and Ulla Sundberg

Abstract
Thi s study deals with the possible differential effect o n the children of exposure to
different samples of input speech within the same language community. The role
of specific adult input in interchild production variability was investigated by
analyzing samples of American, French and Swedish mothers talking to their
one-year-old chil dren . This study analyzed the distribution of consonantal catego
ries, word length, and final consonants in running speech, content words, initial
consonant of content words, and target words (adult model s of words attempted by
the children) and al so the children's early words.
The findings suggest that, for most purposes, a sample of the target words
attempted by a group of 5 or more children may be viewed as representative of the
adult language.
The results also showed that children' s word productions are consi stently more
variable than the mother's speech and that there were no evidence of specific
maternal influence on the phonetics of the child's speech.
The high variability of different children's words shapes refl ects the individu
ality of a matching process : Each child attends to the input speech patterns afforded
by the ambient language with a unique filter, on the basi s of emergent production
patterns.
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